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STAGES OF 

MEDIATION
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MEDIATION :  STAGES

INTRODUCTION

JOINT SESSION 

CAUCUS (SINGLE SESSION )

AGREEMENT
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INTRODUCTION

Set a positive tone, relaxed atmosphere, develop confidence  

for agreement. 

Complete within 2-3 minutes.

Mediator:

Introduce yourself, parties and participants
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i) EXPLAIN GROUND RULES

No interruption by parties during process.

Parties  must observe courtesy for each other 

No use of foul language by the parties.

Complainant may speak first, then respondent.

Note-taking by mediator 
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II) DESCRIBE PROCESS

• Give the participants brief description of the mediation 

process i.e.a “road map” of what to expect.

• Give brief description of the process.

• Use plain language 
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III) ESTABLISH ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO   

CONSTRUCTIVE NEGOTIATIONS

Mediator should display a calm but business

like approach.

Mediator should be relaxed but focused.

Mediator should adopt business like approach.

Mediator should not reflect anxiety, frustration and anger.

Momentum be generated towards agreement.
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JOINT SESSION
GOALS

• Mediator assumes control over process

• Gather information about factual background.

• Organization of information

• Mediator gets chance to hear about dispute in the words of
disputants.

• Disputants get opportunity to hear what other party has to say
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PURPOSES

Allow parties to ventilate to minimize hostility in
constructive communication.

People feel relieved after private expression of grief,
anger, frustration, sadness or fear.

It reduces tension.

Parties explore alternatives for resolution

To build trust.
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TECHNIQUES

Gathering of information about dispute.

Control Direction of communication between the 
parties.

Identify interest of parties 

Setting the agenda 

Establish ground rules 

Brainstorming 
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HOW TO ACHIEVE

Look at the speaker. Keep the other persons in view

to observe their reactions. But generally maintain eye

contact with the speaker.

Show that you’re interested in what he/she is saying.

Lean slightly toward the speaker. Keep an open,

relaxed posture.

Keep your physical movement to a minimum.
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CAUCUS

Optional.

A technique used to obtain more information about party’s

position and to determine areas of flexibility.

Parties speak more freely in absence of other party.

One party is asked/requested to leave the room with

assurance of grant of sufficient time.

Each party should be given assurance of confidentiality

both at the beginning and at the end of caucus.
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To explore hidden agenda.

To allow the disputants to save face.

To probe areas of flexibility.

Mediator continues to gather information.

Parties discuss confidential information.

Offers and counter offers are conveyed.
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PRECAUTIONS

• Decide when caucus is necessary.

• What you want to accomplish.

• Formulate agenda.

SUB-CAUCUS

• Mediator may choose to meet either with parties or attorneys       

separately to facilitate negotiations.

• It is helpful in matrimonial cases.
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TECHNIQUES 

I. Active/Effective Listening

It involves long discussions from the speaker and brief, calm

responses from the listener.

No interference with speakers thought.

Capacity to be a good and understanding listener is

fundamental to mediation.

Hearing involves capacity to be aware and to receive sound.

Active listening also includes understanding of the meaning.
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•Draw the speaker out. Say something like, “I’d like to hear

a little more about.

•Try to listen for what is NOT being said—What’s missing

that your might expect to hear in the circumstances?

•Observe HOW things are said—the emotions and attitudes

behind the words may be more important.

•Much information is displayed in voice intonation and body

language.
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AGREEMENT 

Goal throughout a mediation is to achieve a
negotiated settlement.

Agreement must be produce in writing.

Mediator to act as a scribe and to use the words of
the parties, not his/her own.

Parties are responsible for the substance of the
agreement.
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CRITERIA FOR A SETTLEMENT

It satisfies the parties.

It deals with all the issues in dispute.

It is workable.

It minimize the possibility of future dispute.
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Method

•Oral recital of terms of agreement.

•Clarify terms of settlement.

•Confirm settlement.

•Decide who should write agreement.

•Use plain and simple language;

•Avoid ambiguous words such as ‘reasonable’, ‘soon’, or
‘practicable’.
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Benefits 

•Written agreement reflects future relation of disputants
with each other.

•Describe responsibilities of each party in resolution of
disputes.

•Written agreement specifies with clarity that who will do
what, when, how and how much.



WRITING THE AGREEMENT

Must have clarity

Who

What

Where

When

How



Esteemed Trainers, Participants 

& Colleagues


